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Steyning Youth Hostel

1936 to 1939

Silvermead, Cripps Lane, Steyning, West Sussex.
Historic County: Sussex

YHA Region: London

GR: TQ 180113

Steyning youth hostel opened at Easter 1936 in the right-hand house of a substantial twin terraced building with
pronounced angular bays. The hostel would have benefited from the considerable outbuildings to the rear. It was a
fully controlled establishment, that is, one staffed by YHA and owned outright or rented. In this case an agreement
was made to rent and terms were agreed late in 1935, according to London Region minutes of 9th October and 20th
November 1935. It was actually within YHA’s South Coast region territory, but for practical reasons controlled by
London Region. The warden in 1937 was Mrs McKown; accommodation was for 30, and it was popular. In all,
almost 10,000 members stayed in its four short years, despite its relative isolation from other hostels in the network.
The hostel closed after the 1939 season, almost certainly for reasons connected with the war. The annual report for
1939 shows that it had ceased to be available by December of that year. The 1940 handbook advised that it might
reopen, but this did not happen.
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1: early postcard by Reeves of Lewes, reproduced by kind permission;
2: sketchmap from the 1937 YHA regional booklet (both author’s collection)
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YHA’s chairman of many years, Len Clark CBE, remembers staying the night at Steyning hostel:
I had become a member of the Youth Hostels Association in 1937 and a year or so later set off on a solo trip to
Sussex, starting at Steyning, staying the first night at the hostel in Cripps Lane. After a solitary supper which I
prepared for myself I set out in the summer sunshine to climb up to Chanctonbury Ring. The view was breathtaking – it seemed to have biblical connotations, as when Jesus was taken by the Devil to behold the kingdoms of
this world!
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1: hostel entry, 1936 YHA handbook. Among the abbreviations are
B – Breakfast, S – Supper, SBH – Sleeping Bag Hire, J – Juveniles, IP – Introductory Permits;
2: Steyning’s final year, 1939, coincided with the first year of hostel stamps on YHA members’ cards. This must be a rarity;
3: hostel entry alongside two other local hostels, 1939 YHA Handbook. All three were curtailed by the war (YHA Archive)
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